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This painting is one of the most famous works of western art collected by the founding president, Kojiro Matsukata.

October 15, 2016 marked 120 years since Kojiro Matsukata took over Kawasaki
Dockyard (now Kawasaki Heavy Industries) from its founder, Shozo Kawasaki, and
incorporated it, becoming the first president of the new company.
Kawasaki will continue to demonstrate the entrepreneurial spirit of its founders and
advanced technological capabilities in various fields, including land,
sea and air transportation systems, energy and the environment, and ROBO-MECH.
By pursuing synergies beyond the boundaries of these respective fields,
Kawasaki will create new value and work toward its vision of a better future.
Kojiro Matsukata
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These accumulated capabilities eventually

technologies including molding technology, the

led to the creation of unique products such

When James Watt invented the steam engine

design and manufacturing of engines, the

as Unimate, the first industrial robot pro-

manufacturing of jigs, and ship maneuvering

duced in Japan, and small gas turbines.

new era of engineering in which science was

systems. If it were not for shipbuilding in those

While at Western companies, product

wedded to technology. And just as engineer-

days, Japan would not have acquired inte-

developers and people on the front line of

ing became a major trend that defined the

grated industrial capabilities. A solid source of

manufacturing tend to work independently,

times, the Meiji Restoration ushered in a new

capital was also considered a prerequisite in

without interfering with each other, Japa-

A Heritage for
the Future:
Tracing Back 120 Years
of Manufacturing

era in Japan.

pursuing an integrated industry.

nese companies take a more cooperative

One notable aspect of the history of

Techno Box

Kawasaki, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries,

approach in which front line people and

Japan’s modern industry is that both the

and IHI each founded their own shipbuild-

developers work together to achieve new

government and the private sector were

ing businesses on the basis of operations

technologies and products. This exemplifies

fully aware that the era of engineering had

acquired from the ironworks and shipyards

the confidence Japanese companies have

arrived, and everyone knew what would be

of the Shogunate and former clans. It is sur-

in their manufacturing departments, and

needed in the times ahead.

prising that there were as many as three

Unimate is proof that such a manufacturing

companies that already understood the

culture can result in innovative robots.

GM Blower

importance of having integrated industrial

In gas turbines as well, Kawasaki created a

capabilities and tried to establish them

market for standby power generators and

Interviews with Today's Pioneers

during the tumultuous years of the early

expanded its lineup. If Kawasaki had been

Naoko Yamazaki

Meiji period.

aiming for top market share, it probably
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120th Anniversary Logo
Kawasaki marked its 120th
anniversary on October 15 this year.
With this logo, we wish to express a
symbol of trust backed by 120
years of history and tradition as
well as our continued commitment
to meeting the needs of society and
further improving corporate value
——a task we take on through
products and services employing
advanced technologies.

【Special Feature】

A Heritage for
the Future:
Tracing Back 120 Years
of Manufacturing
̶ Ground-breaking Kawasaki Products
through the Ages
This year marked the 120th anniversary of the founding of Kawasaki
Dockyard. In this special feature, we look back on the role Kawasaki

About the Cover
Crystallization of technological synergies
Ninja H2R
See Special Feature for further details.
02

combines material dealing with iron, peripheral

in the late 17th century, the world entered a

(Kawasaki MGM Steam Compressor)

12

to its entire operations, further enhancing
its integrated industrial capabilities.

Special Feature

̶ Ground-breaking Kawasaki Products
through the Ages
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At the top of the list were iron and shipbuilding. Shipbuilding is an integrated industry that
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played in supporting the development of Japan’s modern industry
and discuss landmark products of each age. We also introduce some
of our most recent efforts toward the future.

Among the three companies, Kawasaki in

would have pursued large products, but

particular focused on channeling its accu-

instead, it steadily secured a foothold as a

mulated industrial capabilities into business

one-of-a-kind manufacturer. Kawasaki’s

domains that “depended on Kawasaki for

integrated industrial capabilities allowed it

their existence”. Kawasaki was apparently

to pursue a wide range of operations.

not just interested in increasing market

“Aiming to become a one-of-a-kind, all-

share; it always aspired to become a unique

around manufacturer” — this has remained

manufacturer.

the stance of Kawasaki’s technology and

Transportation underlies product develop-

product development throughout its

ment in heavy industry. Business domains

120-year history. And this, I believe,

expanded from shipbuilding to rolling stock,

characterizes the heritage of Kawasaki’s

aircraft, and automobiles. Throughout this

manufacturing.

Kazuyoshi
Suzuki
Deputy Director, Center of the
History of Japanese Industrial
Technology, National Museum
of Nature and Science.
Investigates and studies the
development of science and
technology from the Edo
period to the modern era from
an empirical point of view.
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1897
Kawasaki
History

Starts!

Shozo Kawasaki,
founder, opens
Kawasaki Tsukiji
Shipyard (Tokyo)

Kawasaki Dockyard s first vessel
Iyomaru was launched.
The Meiji Government issued the Shipbuilding Encouragement Act in 1896 with the aim of modernizing and

In 1968, Kawasaki entered into a technical agreement with the U.S. ven-

expanding the Japanese shipbuilding industry. Iyomaru,

ture Unimation Inc., with the aim of producing industrial robots in Japan.

the first vessel to be built under the new Act and also

The next year, Kawasaki developed Kawasaki-Unimate 2000, the first

Kawasaki Dockyard’s first vessel, was launched in 1897.

industrial robot manufactured in Japan. Unimate was later designated as

A cargo-passenger vessel with 727 gross tonnage, 877

a Nihon Monozukuri Isan (Japanese Manufacturing Heritage Item) by the

horsepower, and a flank speed of 11 knots, Iyomaru

National Museum of Nature and Science as an industrial robot that had

operated between Tokyo and Kagoshima.

been developed in the U.S. and further improved in Japan.

Starts manufacturing
Hele-Shaw
electro-hydraulic
steering gears

Launches cargo-passenger
vessel Iyomaru (727 GT)
(First vessel after becoming
a publicly traded company)
Kawasaki Dockyard Co., Ltd.
is incorporated
(Starting point of the
120-year history. First
president, Kojiro Matsukata)

1924

1969

Unimate, the first Japanese-made industrial robot,
heralded an era of manufacturing by robots.

World War I

World War II
Adopts new Japanese
company name Kawasaki
Jukogyo Kabushikigaisha (i.e.,
Kawasaki Heavy Industries)

New York stock market crash,
the Great Depression

Manufacturing of Hele-Shaw electro-hydraulic
steering gears starts. Hydraulics business launched.

Kawasaki entered into a technical agreement with the British company Hele-Shaw in 1916, and started manufacturing Hele-Shaw
pumps in Japan in 1924. A Hele-Shaw pump is a hydraulic pump
that is driven by an electric motor and is capable of changing the
discharge rate and flow direction of oil. It was long used as a
hydraulic power source for steering gears before its technology

Steelmaking division is
spun off and Kawasaki
Steel Corporation
(currently JFE group) is
incorporated

Develops
Kawasaki-Unimate 2000,
the first Japanese-made
industrial robot

Develops the first
mass-produced Type 3
Fighter Hien

First oil crisis

Tokaido Shinkansen opens

1977

1974 Develops a prototype of
the proprietary S1A-01 gas turbine
1977 Delivers the first PU200 gas turbine
generator

Overwhelming share achieved in small and
medium-sized markets.

In 1983, Kawasaki sold a gas turbine cogeneration system to its first customer. Total sales of
gas turbines passed the 10,000 mark in 2011.
This was followed in 2012 by the delivery of the
L30A, which featured the world’s highest power
generating efficiency in its class (over 40%).

was adopted for other applications after the war, such as hydraulic equipment for excavators, laying the foundation for Kawasaki’s
hydraulics business.

D evelopm ent

1942
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Manufacturing of Type 3 Fighter Hien starts.
A high-performance aircraft that overwhelmed the world.

Path

Aiming to become No. 1
in the world with Kawasaki technology.

Kawasaki set its target on commercial facilities and developed Japan’s first standby
power generator using a gas turbine, creating a new market. Currently, Kawasaki

Developed for the army, the Hien was equipped with the Ha-40 liquid-cooled supercharged engine, which boasted

enjoys a 70% share of gas turbines for standby power generators. Armed with a wide

the world’s top performance for a fighter during the Second World War. The Ha-40 was a Japanese-made engine

variety of products, Kawasaki has also entered the market for continuous power gen-

based on the Daimler-Benz DB601A. The first prototype

eration. There is a world of difference between standby power generation and con-

of the aircraft was completed in 1941, and it recorded a

tinuous power generation in features such as startup properties, durability, and eco-

maximum of the aircraft speed of 591 km/h in a test

nomic efficiency. However, I believe there is still much room for technological devel-

flight. This exceeded the performance of Germany’s

opment in both applications. For instance, by incorporating the latest results of aero-

Messerschmitt fighters, which were regarded as the

dynamic analysis technology in aircraft, we can develop turbine blades with a shape

best in the world at the time. The technologies and pas-

that achieves a level of efficiency previously unimaginable. To live up to the standard

sion that went into developing the liquid-cooled super-

set by our first developer, who said we must not be satisfied with anything less than

charged engine also led to the Ninja H2R/H2.

No. 1, we always aim to stay one step ahead in our development efforts.

Koji Tatsumi
Senior Manager
Industrial Gas Turbine
Engineering Department
Engineering Center
Gas Turbine Division
Gas Turbine & Machinery Company
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1991

Work on the Channel Tunnel is completed.
Kawasaki's TBMs stun the world with their
outstanding performance.
Kawasaki’s two tunnel boring machines (TBMs) drilled through a distance of

In 2007, Kawasaki completed the development of a 7.8 MW gas engine fea-

20 km and 19 km, respectively, 100 m below the sea level in the English

turing the world’s highest power generating efficiency and world-class envi-

Channel. The work went so smoothly that the two rail tunnels were com-

ronmental performance. The Green Gas Engine was developed by leveraging

pleted eight months ahead of schedule in May and June 1991. This was

Kawasaki’s technologies and know-how in reciprocating engines cultivated

achieved despite the fact that the tunneling distance was extended from the

since it started manufacturing marine diesel engines in 1919. The outstand-

original distance in the contract. The feat was publicized around the world

ing performance of the Green Gas Engine received high evaluation from the

by the media, which praised the outstanding technology of Kawasaki’s TBMs.

market, and it continues to attract a steady flow of orders to this day.

Tunnel boring machines
successfully complete work
on the Channel Tunnel

100th anniversary

Great Hanshin-Awaji
Earthquake

Yonkers Plant in New York
starts operation
Delivers first order of R62
New York City subway cars

1983

Great East Japan Earthquake

Develops the Kawasaki Green Gas Engine,
boasting the world’s highest performance

Delivery of New York City Subway trains begins.
Local production launched 3 years later.

2015

Truly unique performance achieved by
the Ninja H2R/H2.

The Ninja H2R /H2 is equipped with the first Kawasaki

subway car in 1983, and the company still continues to receive a

custom-designed supercharger, giving this motorcycle the

steady flow of orders from the North American market. The total

power to deliver the fastest-ever acceleration, while ensur-

number of orders amounts to 2,151 cars for the New York City Tran-

ing excellent driving stability. Kawasaki used its gas turbine

sit Authority (NYC T ) alone, and 4,421 cars for the entire North

expertise in pioneering the new supercharger. It also de-

American market. In 1986, Kawasaki opened a plant in Yonkers,

ployed aerodynamic control technologies that it perfected

New York, and in 2001 another plant in Lincoln, Nebraska. These

for aircraft to redesign the body, thus enhancing stability at

two plants manufacture Kawasaki’s latest rolling stock for NYCT and

high speeds. Knocking was prevented using gas engine tech-

other railway operators.

nologies.

Path

120th anniversary

Launches the Ninja H2R/H2,
the world’s first
supercharged motorcycle

The Channel Tunnel
opens

More than 30 years have passed since Kawasaki delivered the first

Proje c t

D evelopm ent

Applying Kawasaki s integrated capabilities
to continue creating new value.

Path

Motorcycle development is
a challenge to the unknown.

The specifications required by NYCT were extremely challenging. Nevertheless, we tack-

The Ninja H2R/H2 is touted as a motorcycle with ultimate performance. Ever since

led our first project, the R62, with the entire company working as one. The stainless steel

Kawasaki released the H2 in 1971 and the Z1 in 1972, its development philosophy of cre-

body of the R62 made paint come off more easily, and this helped reduce graffiti. As a

ating the world’s fastest, highest-performing motorcycle has remained unchanged. To

result, the image of the subway as being dangerous was largely dispelled. The citizens

achieve our development objectives, we must steadfastly work to resolve every new chal-

were amazed at the totally different image of the new subway cars: the number of

lenge we face. Even when faced with a difficult problem, our development environment

subway users dramatically increased, creating a huge impact on the City of New York at

and tradition encourage us to positively embrace challenges. I believe we were able to

the time. Kawasaki continues to earn high marks by constantly proposing new technol-

come up with the idea of incorporating the technologies of areas other than motorcycles

ogy in each project, and by offering expert support throughout the entire process from
design and manufacturing to delivery and product assurance. We will continue to pursue
the development of safe and comfortable train cars that help increase the safety and
efficiency of the entire railway system.
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2007

Kawasaki Green Gas Engine,
with the world s highest performance,
is developed.
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Motoki Nagano

Satoaki Ichi

Senior Manager
Overseas Engineering Department 1
Engineering Division
Rolling Stock Company

Senior Staff Officer
First Design Department
Research & Development Division
Motorcycle & Engine Company

thanks to such an environment. The supercharger mounted on the H2R incorporates gas
turbine technology, which not only helped boost performance but also made the product
more environmentally friendly. The process of applying cutting-edge technologies across
business segments enables their essence to be passed down to future generations.

Scope 109
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2020

utilization

Challenge
for the

production

Future
Hydrogen gas turbine

Supplying Hydrogen
Infrastructure

storage

knowledge about superchargers was accumulated through develop-

Creating Technological Synergies
through Matrix Management

H2

Hydrogen liquefaction system

ing not only marine engines but also motorcycles and gas turbines,
and the composite material technology for aircraft went into the
development of rolling stock bogies.

The Corporate Technology Division is Kawasaki’s R&D department. Its

In activities to create future businesses, we envision the kind of

research and development efforts are conducted in a well-balanced

corporation we would like to be in the future based on market trends

manner along three time axes: development of new products and

and other factors, and we thoroughly discuss the technologies

new businesses with each business division in the near future,

needed to achieve that before starting research and development.

creation of new products and new businesses in the future, and

As for the hydrogen project, we are working closely with all the divi-

development of technologies 10 to 20 years in the future.

sions of Kawasaki to establish a supply chain encompassing the pro-

With a view to cooperating with each business division and working
as a team toward common goals, the Corporate Technology Division

duction, transportation, storage, and utilization of hydrogen to help
build a hydrogen society.

always shares issues with the business divisions and engages in joint

Further, we are currently working on innovation in manufacturing

development efforts. To this end, it utilizes numerous mechanisms

and the enhancement of service businesses by putting priority on

such as technological networking events and working groups with

the use of ICT and IoT.

business divisions.
The other pillar is matrix management. For example, researchers
and developers who deal with structures do not just think about
structures; they share issues with experts in other fields such as fluid

transportation
Liquefied hydrogen carrier

Aiming for technological innovation in the production, transportation,
storage, and utilization of hydrogen

From the Project Team
By Koji Kadota, Dr. Eng.
Professional Engineer, Japan (Mech. Eng.)
Managing Executive Officer
General Manger, Corporate Technology Division

currently developing a 1,000 m3-class lique-

a larger role in our lives, Kawasaki is devel-

large quantities of hydrogen is indispensable

fied hydrogen storage facility with a vacuum

oping technologies as a companywide effort

for full-scale use as an energy source. When

insulation structure. To do this, it is using

to help quickly establish a supply chain that

liquefied at −253°C, hydrogen is shrunk to

technologies accumulated through the devel-

encompasses the production, transportation,

about 1/800 in volume, enabling efficient

opment, manufacture, and long-term opera-

storage, and utilization of hydrogen. Kawa-

transportation and storage. Kawasaki has

tion of liquefied hydrogen storage tanks

saki has already moved from the component

already developed Japan’s first industrial

installed at the rocket launch complexes of

development stage to the pilot-scale devel-

hydrogen liquefaction system by applying

JAXA’s Tanegashima Space Center.

opment and demonstration stage ahead of

the cryogenic technology it has cultivated

(4) Hydrogen utilization

the rest of the world. It is aiming to conduct

over the years.

Since 2015, Kawasaki has been conducting

technological demonstrations of a liquefied

(2) Hydrogen transportation

demonstration operations of a gas turbine

hydrogen carrier and a hydrogen loading

To transport a large quantity of hydrogen

power generator that achieves mixed com-

terminal in fiscal 2020.

produced from unused resources overseas

bustion of natural gas and hydrogen by a

Kawasaki is planning to move forward to

safely and efficiently to Japan, Kawasaki is

proprietary combustion method and

the commercialization phase by accelerating

currently developing the world’s first lique-

reduces the environmental burden. In

fied hydrogen carrier based on the design

preparation for full-scale deployment of

and construction technology of LNG carriers.

hydrogen power generation, which is

hydrogen-related equipment and systems

A demonstration ship is scheduled to be built

anticipated in the future, Kawasaki is

that are highly compatible with Kawasaki

by 2020, and there is also a plan to build

developing a gas turbine combustor that

technology and whose needs are growing in

larger ships for commercialization.

can suppress NOx generation while accom-

the market.

(3) Hydrogen storage

modating the fast-burning properties of

(1) Hydrogen production

Liquefied hydrogen storage tanks and trans-

hydrogen, in order to generate power

Kawasaki is aiming to produce hydrogen

portation containers are necessary in order

using 100% hydrogen.

from lignite, an unused resource, and use it

to use hydrogen within Japan. Kawasaki is

Hydrogen Supply Chain

016

2

Technological development for
new products and business

Innovative
production
technologies

Automation/
robotization

Concurrent
development
and production

Technological development
for the creation of future
new products and business

ROBO-MECH

ICT/loT

Fostering and
enhancing basic
technologies

Energy & Environmental
Engineering

System
integration

Front-loading of
development

Land/Sea
Transportation
Systems

a
M in

the productization of hydrogen liquefaction
systems, hydrogen gas turbines, and other

Future
Vision

ki
Air Transportation
n
Systems
ne g a
ch
w
bu alle n g
e
si n
e ss

Research and development to increase
corporate value far into the future
Kawasaki develops competitive new products and businesses by utilizing technological synergies,
with business divisions and the Corporate Technology Division working as a team.

30

as a future energy source. A stable supply of

20

To realize a society in which hydrogen plays
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nies to be used in other products, facilitating multi-faceted deployment of technologies for dramatic synergy effects. For example, our

JAXA

Creating a New Energy Society and
Supporting the Hydrogen Supply Chain

08

Further, the Corporate Technology Division serves as an intermediary that enables the technologies held by the seven internal compa-

20
20

Liquefied hydrogen storage tank

and heat, always working to achieve total optimization.
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Low Pressure
Steam

Speed-increasing gear

Impellers
A mixed flow-type impeller is used for the first stage, and
and later stages, to achieve efficient flow control. The
dynamics (CFD) simulations to further increase efficiency.
according to the application.

1 0

Steam
Compressor

radial flow-type impellers for the second to fourth stages
optimal shape is selected based on computational fluid
The impellers are made of stainless steel or titanium alloy,

Mixed flow-type impeller

GM Blower

Radial flow-type impeller

A helical gear is used, which brings
the motor speed up to the impeller
rotation speed in a single stage. The
gear teeth are ground to high
precision and then surface
hardened, ensuring low vibration
and noise and a long service life.

Concentrating
Column

Feed

Heater
Product

(Kawasaki MGM Steam Compressor)
MVR System with a
Steam Compressor Offers
an Innovative
Approach to Energy Saving

Commentary

Takahiro Aota
Senior Staff Officer, Blower Engineering Section
Aero-Dynamic Machinery Department, Machinery Division
Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd.

New Innovation in Steam Blowers

First Stage

A blower is a mechanical component that supplies pressurized air, steam,
and gas. It is used in various fields by applying the principle of discharging
fluid through the transfer of rotational energy. Applications include
performing aeration for biological reaction tanks at municipal sewage
treatment plants, supplying air for the ventilation and combustion process
of rotary kilns, suction and transportation of various gases, and treatment
of wastewater and drainage.
The more compact and efficient a blower is——meaning that it has a

Inlet guide vanes
A number of variable vanes are
arranged radially in front of
the first-stage impeller for
controlling flow with greater
efficiency at partial load.

smaller footprint and larger discharge pressure——the easier it is to install.
Reduced size and increased efficiency also have the added benefit of low
vibration and noise. Half a century ago, Kawasaki made a major technological
innovation by developing a mixed flow-type impeller, which enabled the
development of smaller and more efficient blowers. Since then, Kawasaki has

Second Stage

produced over 1,300 blowers, some of which have been in operation for
more than 40 years, which attests to the outstanding reliability of Kawasaki’s

A mechanical vapor recompression (MVR)
evaporator system, as shown in the illustration, uses a unique energy recovery
process to provide heat for condensing
products. While many systems use a boiler
as a heat source, an MVR system uses a
steam compressor to adiabatically compress low-pressure steam discharged from
a concentrating column, then reuses the
heated and compressed vapor as a heat
source.
Since the energy needed by a steam compressor to compress steam is considerably
less than the energy used by a boiler to
generate steam, an MVR system consumes
far less energy than a boiler-type system.
An MVR evaporator system takes an innovative approach to conserving energy by
employing a steam compressor to pressurize and raise the temperature of the vaporization heat of low-pressure steam, which
used to be released into the atmosphere in
conventional systems, then reusing it for
its own process.

products.
While blowers have mainly been used to supply air, such as in the
aeration of municipal sewage, in recent years they have increasingly been
used for industrial applications to pressurize steam and gases. In particular,

Bearings

blowers have been used as steam compressors, with applications including

Aluminum lining is used on
carbon steel for the bearings. A
tilting pad developed by
Kawasaki over many years is
used to ensure excellent
stability during high-speed
rotation.

the concentration of dairy products and juice in food production, concentration of plating wastewater in the chemical industry, and the recovery of
waste heat from distillation columns in the petroleum industry. For this
type of blower as well, Kawasaki offers a product that delivers maximum
energy savings, called the Multi-Stage Gear-Increased Mixed-Flow (MGM)
Steam Compressor.
The key feature of the MGM Steam Compressor is its multi-stage
compression system. Steam that has been compressed in the first stage is
further pressurized in the second stage. The MGM Steam Compressor also
features a compact size, small inertial moment, low vibration, and low
noise, thanks to the development of the mixed flow-type impeller.
One issue that is commonly associated with steam is corrosion. When
steam, which is a gas, turns into water, the impeller and other components
are subjected to considerable stress. Accordingly, the MGM Steam
Compressor uses materials that are highly rigid and resistant to corrosion.

10
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High-speed rotor
The high-speed rotor forms a one-piece shaft with
the pinion of the speed-increasing gear, and the
impellers are fitted on both its ends. The rotor is
made of chrome molybdenum steel, which is
heat-treated for strength. It is dynamically balanced
by a special balancing machine to ensure stable
rotation with minimal vibration.

Discha rge

The motor that powers
the MGM Steam
Compressor can be
coupled with a steam
turbine to create a
mechanism that effectively utilizes steam to
drive the motor.
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Interviews with
Today's
Pioneers

Naoko Yamazaki, a tenacious astronaut who finally entered space
after 11 long years of training.
Yamazaki spoke to us on how she dealt with her uncertain future
as both an engineer and as a mother while placing herself at NASA,
one of the most competitive environments in the world.
and evaluations, and not everyone can go to

there is work of a higher priority; although

space. But unless you give your full support

you may have planned to study for an exam

to other people, your turn will not come. If a

in the evening, the child may run a fever and

mistake or accident occurs in another mis-

need to be looked after. Astronauts are

sion, your own schedule will be pushed back

required to be skilled in multitasking, and in

as a result. So no matter how busy you are

this respect parenting is good practice

or what conflicts arise, you give your best to

(laughs). The advice “When you focus on

supporting other people. This was the ratio-

something entirely, forces get to work” was

nality at NASA or JAXA.”

particularly heartening when I was troubled.

While they might be rivals within the

Life is long and has many ebbs and flows.

organization, from an outside perspec-

Rather than selecting the single path of par-

Support your rivals:
the NASA & JAXA rationality

tive they are a space venture facing a

enting or my career, I responded flexibly to

harsh reality. In the end, they are fellow

the conditions at the time; if you always

astronauts piloting the same shuttle in

focus on your goals in mind, your next

Yamazaki embarked into space in April

the name of space development. Such an

chance is sure to come.”

2010 as loadmaster for the International

environment, which realizes both compe-

Space Station (ISS). Yamazaki spoke on her

tition and cooperation while sharing a big

experiences of mission management in the

picture could be called an extreme exer-

context of this enormous international

cise in diversity.

project involving several hundred develop-

Multitasking learned
from parenting

ment companies. “The most important
thing was to communicate with others and
share a common vision that you align your

Yamazaki was selected as a prospective

efforts toward. For example, we astro-

astronaut in a second exam in 1999 and

nauts do not just engage in our own prac-

formerly certified as an astronaut to crew

tice, but also attend software and hard-

the ISS in 2001. However, she then stood the

ware development meetings. I also went to

trial of a long standby. “The 2003 Columbia

inspect the airlock of the Kibo as it was

disaster led to my first flight being shelved. I

being manufactured at Kawasaki Heavy

was stricken by anxiety and disappoint-

Industries. Giving opinions from the posi-

ment.” During this difficult time, it was her

tion of the user encourages the standard-

colleagues, the staff, and her family that sup-

ization of parts, which differ according to

ported her. “The fact that I was not alone

development company or country, and

was a big factor in getting me through. I was

promotes specifications that prevent

both moved and proud to have been

human error. Space development involves

involved in the project as an engineer and to

a lot of different people, which means

have worked together to give form to an

work has to be segmented and it can be

idea. I also felt that if I trained, some kind of

difficult to see the broader perspective; as

path to achieve my dream would open, even

such it is very important that everyone

if I could not go to space.”

shares the big picture.”

It took another 7 years for her to actually

At the same time, astronauts inhabit an

go to space——11 years in total from selection

extremely competitive environment. Even if

as a candidate. In 2002, she gave birth to her

they can cooperate with the development

daughter and had to juggle child raising with

team, is it possible for them to smoothly

her training. Such self-management was not

build relationships with other astronauts

simple. “Neither training nor parenting goes

who are their rivals? “It is certainly true that

as planned. Even if you are conducting your

astronauts carry around their achievements

own experiment, you must give assistance if

12
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Naoko Yamazaki
Entered the National Space Development
Agency of Japan after graduating from the
School of Engineering at the University of
Tokyo. Selected as a candidate astronaut to
crew the International Space Station (ISS) in
1999; formally accepted in 2001. Crewed the
Space Shuttle Discovery in 2010, and served
on ISS assembly and supply mission STS-131.
Retired from JAXA in 2011 to serve as a
member of the Committee on National Space
Policy, Cabinet Office and visiting professor at
Ritsumeikan University and Joshibi University
of Art and Design. In recent years Yamazaki
has served as an ambassador for
Kakamigahara Aerospace Science Museum
(Kakamigahara City, Gifu Prefecture), where
she works to educate children.

Naoko
Yamazaki
Sharing the big picture enables
competition and cooperation
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Tokyo Robot Center Showroom "Kawasaki Robostage" Opened

Delivery of Newly Developed LNG Transport Vessel LNG FUKUROKUJU
Kawasaki recently delivered the LNG
FUKUROKUJU, a liquefied natural gas (LNG)

hull structure improvements to decrease
overall ship weight and achieved a more

On August 6, Kawasaki opened its new

mony and beneficial coexistence. In keep-

and promote more robust collaboration

Tokyo Robot Center Showroom, a facility

ing with the facility's main theme of

with government agencies, research in-

where industry members and the general

"human-robot coexistence and collabora-

stitutions, universities, and graduate

public can access robotics-related informa-

tion," Kawasaki proposes new forms of

schools. With technologies that enable

unit. This reheating-type steam-turbine

tion to deepen their understanding of

human-robot coexistence and collabora-

networking between the Internet and

propulsion plant developed by Kawasaki

robots and their place in society, both now

tion for the coming robot society.

physical objects——known as the Inter-

and in the future.

By esta blis hing a base in Tokyo,

net of Things (IoT)——expected to have a

transport vessel for use by The Kansai

optimal below-waterline hull design to fully

offers a significant improvement of more

Electric Power Co., Inc. and Mitsui O.S.K.

optimize propulsive performance.

than 25% in transport efficiency com-

The newly opened "Kawasaki Ro-

which is attracting increased attention

major impact on the ways in which robots

pared with previous, 147,000 m3 capacity

bostage," located in Odaiba, Tokyo, is de-

with the approach of the Tokyo Olym-

are used, Kawasaki plans to make the

LNG carriers.

signed to connect human creativity with

pic Games in 2020, Kawasaki strives to

facility capable of IoT research and testing.

Kawasaki's advanced technologies while

enhance the company's brand value by

"Japan's Robot Strategy," a govern-

be commissioned, this ship is designed to

providing opportunities for visitors to gain

showcasing the current and future

ment-led initiative, is expanding robot

enable passage through the newly ex-

insight into the current and envisioned

world in which humans and robots co-

applications to a wide range of fields. By

panded Panama Canal, which is scheduled

future relationship between humans and

exist and collaborate. The new facility

positioning this new showroom as a

to open for full operations in 2016. The

robots, which will revolve around har-

will also serve as a communication center

place to experience easy-to-use robots

Lines, Ltd.

The new carrier is also equipped with a

The first of Kawasaki's newly developed
line of 164,700 m capacity LNG carriers to
3

Kawasaki Advanced Reheat Turbine Plant
(Kawasaki URA Plant) as its main engine

vessel features standard LNG carrier hull

as well as a promotional robotics hub for

dimensions in order to enable docking at

the 2020 International Robotics Compe-

major LNG terminals around the world

tition, Kawasaki is contributing toward

while offering larger cargo tanks for in-

the government's goal of robotics indus-

creased transport capacity, thus cutting

try growth and the widespread introduc-

LNG transport costs and facilitating more

tion and integration of robots at small

flexible LNG trade operations by ship-

and medium-sized companies.

owners. In addition, Kawasaki has made

JASDF Receives First Mass-produced C-2 Transport Aircraft
On June 30, Kawasaki delivered the first in

oped flight management system achieves

After being selected in November 2001

a series of mass-produced C-2 transport

greater aircraft control at low altitudes,

by the MOD as the primary contractor for

aircraft at the company's Gifu Works to the

and the cargo handling system enables

the development of the next-generation

Japanese Ministry of Defense (MOD). Since

centralized control of cargo loading and

XP-1 fixed-wing patrol aircraft and XC-2

then, the aircraft has been used by the

unloading operations to reduce human

transport aircraft, Kawasaki set about de-

Japan Air Self-Defense Force (JASDF).

labor, both of which lessen demands placed

signing and manufacturing prototypes of

The C-2, in development by the MOD

on pilots and other crew members. Fur-

these new models. The company suc-

since FY 2001, will serve as a replace-

thermore, the C-2 features engines pro-

ceeded in its maiden flight of the initial

ment for existing C-1 transport aircraft.

duced by the General Electric Company,

XC-2 prototype in January 2010, and pro-

Kawasaki recently received an order from

Shinko Thermal Power Station is HEPCO's

This new model is larger than the C-1, en-

which enable significantly improved

ceeded to deliver the first prototype model

Hokkaido Electric Power Co., Inc. (HEPCO),

first LNG-fueled thermal power facility,

The roots of Kawasaki's LNG tank business

abling the transport of greater amounts

speeds, an extended flight range and

to the MOD in March 2010 and the second

jointly with Obayashi Corporation, for the

built to achieve diversification of fuel

can be traced back to its first in-ground tank

of cargo. The adoption of a newly devel-

other advantages over the C-1.

prototype in March 2011. The Ministry has

construction of an aboveground-type lique-

types, decentralization of power supplies

delivered in 1982 and first aboveground tank

subsequently been carrying out its own air-

fied natural gas (LNG) tank at the Ishikari

and more stable provision of electric

delivered in 1983. Since then, the company

craft tests.

LNG Terminal. HEPCO plans to begin using

power into the future.

has constructed all types of LNG tanks

In FY 2011, Kawasaki concluded its

14
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The ribbon-cutting ceremony. From left: Yasuhiko Hashimoto, General Manager,
Robot Division, Yoshinori Kanehana, President, and Saya Ichikawa, TV personality.

duAro

HEPCO Orders World's Largest Class Aboveground LNG Tank

the new tank in 2020.

and No. 3 Tanks as well.

The Ishikari LNG Terminal is operated

utilized throughout Japan, such as single con-

first contract with the MOD for the produc-

Set to be one of the world's largest

by Hokkaido Gas Co., Ltd. (Kita Gas), which

tainment tanks, in-pit tanks, PC outer wall full

tion of the C-2 aircraft, reflecting various

aboveground LNG tanks, it is a full con-

uses it jointly with HEPCO. Kita Gas owns

containment tanks, and membrane-type

improvements in the production model

tainment tank with a PC outer wall and a

the No. 1 Tank and No. 2 Tank at the

in-ground tanks. Kawasaki has also partici-

design before moving on to actual manu-

230,000 kiloliter capacity. Serving as a

terminal and they are currently opera-

pated in technological cooperation projects in

facturing operations. Following the recent

fuel-gas storage facility mainly to supply

tional. HEPCO owns one tank, the No. 3

South Korea and other overseas construction

delivery of the first C-2 production model,

natural gas to the Ishikariwan Shinko

Tank, which is under construction. The

projects, with a total of 42 LNG tanks built

the company intends to continue with

Thermal Power Station, the new tank will

latest order received by Kawasaki is for

domestically and abroad.

subsequent aircraft deliveries according

be the second HEPCO tank installed at the

the fourth tank. The company was previ-

to schedule.

Ishikari LNG Terminal. The Ishikariwan

ously contracted to construct the No. 1
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Kawasaki will continue achieving new heights in technology,
working as one for the good of the planet.
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This painting is one of the most famous works of western art collected by the founding president, Kojiro Matsukata.

October 15, 2016 marked 120 years since Kojiro Matsukata took over Kawasaki
Dockyard (now Kawasaki Heavy Industries) from its founder, Shozo Kawasaki, and
incorporated it, becoming the first president of the new company.
Kawasaki will continue to demonstrate the entrepreneurial spirit of its founders and
advanced technological capabilities in various fields, including land,
sea and air transportation systems, energy and the environment, and ROBO-MECH.
By pursuing synergies beyond the boundaries of these respective fields,
Kawasaki will create new value and work toward its vision of a better future.
Kojiro Matsukata

global.kawasaki.com
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